
When asked to explain his time/accountability for the MIL and BBK hours he 

submitted into Workforce Director regarding the three days he was on 

military leave, MPD/Thole stated he had gotten an email, "I had my City email 

hooked up to my phone, and I was up at 13.43 and there was an email 

that went out for a PC Pickup on two individuals who are involved in my case 

for a burglary. Umm...It was from Sgt. Aimee Hawes, 2nd 

IM So I got in touch with her and started talking to her about it." 

MPD/Thole stated he opened up the e-mail on Tuesday (June 26, 2013) and 

came back to Minneapolis on Wednesday (June 27, 2013). He stated he got 

up at four or five o'clock in the morning and drove back, because there was 

one guy in custody and he went down to Hennepin County Jail and 

interviewed him first thing Wednesday morning before he was to be 

released. 

MPD/Thole stated he talked to MPD/Hawes and asked her if he could come 

back and assist her, because he knew where the suspects lived; he knew 

everything about them. MPD/Thole then went to his Commander at the 

military, told him about the investigation, what was going on and asked him 

if there was any way he could go back. His Commander said, "Yes" 

MPD/Thole stated he got in touch with MPD/Hawes via phone after he saw 

the PC Pickup. He said MPD/Hawes had talked to him, telling him that she 

doesn't do many investigations like these . So, because of 

what MPD/Thole had been doing, being more familiar with it, how to write 

the search warrants and all that, and if this was part of a bigger investigation, 

she (MPD/Hawes) didn't want to do anything that would interrupt that 

bigger investigation. MPD/Thole said that's why MPD/Hawes asked him to 

assist her in her investigation. 

MPD/Thole stated MPD/Hawes investigation was a burglary at gunpoint 

incident, but the larger investigation that he had been working on was 

"burglaries, assaults, shootings...all kinds of stuff." 
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MPD/Thole continued, stating he remembered going and talking to the one 

guy in jail, then working on the case throughout the day (Wednesday). He 

said MPD/Hawes didn't know if she was going do a search warrant on 

Kumari Spencer's house, but after he talked to her, they decided to do a 

search warrant on it. MPD/Thole used info from her case, plus his past info 

on Spencer, and combined it and put it into a search warrant. MPD/Thole 

stated personnel from Weapons and the 2nd PCT assisted him on the search 

warrant, which he believed was executed in Coon Rapids. 

MPD/Thole stated he has done between 10 -15 search warrants regarding 

his investigation, but said on the three days in question, he thought he did 

three. MPD/Thole stated a supervisor would have been there on the 

execution of the warrants, so MPD/Hawes, House, Biederman or Mercil 

would have been present 

- MPD/Thole could not recollect how long he was on the Coon Rapids Search 

warrant, but he stated personnel had met at the Coon Rapids Police 

Department. After the execution of the' search warrant, he went back and did 

paperwork involving force reports/forced entry. 

MPO/Thole stated the case numbers regarding the search warrants would be 

in his files, and that those files still might be on his desk in the Weapons 

Investigation office. 

- When asked if he logged in with dispatch regarding the search warrants 

executed, MPD/Thole stated the SWAT Team usually handles that; that they 

call in and handle that. If in Minneapolis, MPD SWAT does it, if in Coon 

Rapids, Coon Rapids PD would. 

- Regarding verification on MPD/Thole explaining his whereabouts on the 

dates in question, MPD/Thole stated I. could query his name, "because you 

can't get a call sign without giving your badge number, so if you query my 

name it should pop up. Uhh...And there's a case number associated with it, so 

whether it was called out that day or whether we called later, there's a case 

number associated with it that would have all those details." 
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MPD/Thole stated he worked 18 hours and 20 hours - on the 

Wednesday/Thursday days in question. He remembers he worked early in 

the morning until late at night, and he remembered the in between period 

was very little sleep. He stated both Wednesday and Thursday, his day began 

at 5 or 6 AM and went until 11 PM or midnight. 

MPD/Thole continued, stating he didn't remember what he did overnight 

between the Wednesday and Thursday workdays. He did say he conducted 

surveillance on Jamal Collins at several addresses (in both Minneapolis and 

Brooklyn Park) and that MPD/Sgt. Mercil and ATF Angie Portel assisted him 

on some of the surveillance. He said he worked many hours on surveillance, 

"...And with this whole case, they kinda...it was kind of my...they let me just 

roll with it because I was the one that was the center of it all and I was doing 

all the investigation. And basically I would say, "Hey, I need this house 

looked at, I need this car looked at." And they would just go out as groups or 

by themselves and sit on places." 

MPD/Thole stated when he is on surveillance, he takes notes on a piece of 

paper regarding what he did, saves them up, then puts that information 

either into a CAPRS report or leave it as notes. He stated, "if there's vital info, 

like, "Yeah, I saw this guy," well then you're gonna want that in your report. 

But if it's, "We sat on the house for two and a half hours and saw nothing," 

then you don't really have anything, you know, or we'll...A lot of what we did, 

and that's another thing you can check, is DVS records - a lot of what I did 

was run license plates." 

MPD/Thole stated his files are still somewhere, as the investigation is still 

ongoing. He also stated he stayed in contact via phone with either 

MPD/Mercil or House, but he stayed in contact - they knew everything that 

was going on with the investigation, and it was a team effort. MPD/Thole 

stated he has put hundreds and hundreds of hours of overtime on this deal, 

just doing all this stuff, because it got so intense, and that is part of the reason 

he can't remember what's what and what happened on what specific day.
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MPD/Thole stated he wrote a search warrant to ping the phone he had under 

surveillance and.that too was in his files. 

MPD/Thole stated that if he could log onto his computer and pull it, it's 

probably on there that he logged onto a computer and did a report or 

something like that. 

When asked if he did any active investigation work on Friday, June 28th, 

2013, MPD/Thole stated "I don't remember, but I don't think so." 

When asked about the Buyback he entered his time under, how it worked, 

MPD/Thole stated, "All I was told when, uh, when I went down there,' was 

that, umm, to use the ATF Buy Back code and they gave me a code that was 

assigned with the name and they said, "Just put this code in and nothing else." 

Umm...And that has to do with just the secrecy of it, I mean, even in the 

Department, stuff gets taken and slipped out. And we...because of the 

investigation, don't...they don't want that, so the way they handle it is, you 

have a number that you put in and that's it - you don't put any comments or 

anything like you do in the MPD to account for your time...There is no...It's 

not like a Buyback that's four hour slots here, there - it's if you're working 

this case, then you use that code. Umm...And when I came back, that was one 

of the questions I asked Lt. House when I was on the phone with him, was, "If 

I come back and I'm on military time, what do I do as far as compensation?" 

And he said, "Well, make sure you put in the overtime and...and if you work 

it, make sure you get paid for it, but make sure you put it under the ATF code, 

not the MPD overtime code." 

When asked if he was, including his military time (8 hours from 0700-1500) 

in the 18 or 19 hours he stated he worked on both Wednesday and Thursday, 

MPD/Thole stated, "Right, I worked over those. The military...I mean, 

military hours - Technically I'm on duty 24 hours a day through the 

military...so when you use a military day for here, it's...it's whatever your 

corresponding shift is. So for my eight hour days, I put it in as 7:00 to 3:00, 

but it's...I mean, we're on duty when you're on orders 24 hours a day...so 

over that 7:00 to 3:00, I was working this case on those days...the military 
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time wasn't just military time, it was those hours I worked straight through, 

and when I went to put them in, you can't - it's not like a regular day where 

you can put in comp time next to it - with a military date you can't. So the 

only way I could account for my hours was to put them in afterwards, and if I 

add all those hours up, that equals more than a 24 hour day with those eight 

hour military block in there...so the only way I could do it at that time that I 

figured, was to split it up and put it on the dates." 

MPD/Thole acknowledged that Buyback is considered time and a half rate, 

and MPD/Lt. House was the one that told him to put it in that way. 

MPD/Thole also said that nobody instructed him to split up the time over 

those three days, that he did that on his own because of his confusion 

regarding the military time. 

MPD/Thole stated, "what I want to get out with that is, those hours are the 

hours I worked. Like hour for hour, nothing less, nothing more. I mean, I had 

it on a post it note, and whatever hours, whatever the exact number was, I 

split it up so that exact number was on here. And the hours that are on here, 

I didn't necessarily work those hours. So if it says I was working at 10:00, 

that's not maybe the hour I was working there, but when you add up all the 

hours, that's the correct number of hours that I did work - no more, no less." 

MPD/Thole stated, "I didn't like it, but I didn't know, you know, what else to 

do. And I remember I went and looked once and there was nobody in the 

building to ask and I...I mean, I fully admit, I just made the decision to just go 

with it and put it in there." 

When asked that the records show that MPD/Thole entered his Buyback for 

all three days in question on Monday, July 1St, did he enter the time regarding 

that Friday - July 28th, into Work Force Director as a preemptive measure to 

cover his whereabouts or involvement in the Green Bay incident, knowing 

that that incident may come to light in the future, MPD/Thole sated "No." 

13.43 - Personnel Data 

13.43 - Personnel Data 

13.43 - Personnel Data 
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13.43 - Personnel Data 
13.43 - Personnel Data 

13.43 

- MPD/Thole followed up by saying he "never had any inkling that any of this 

was coming back from the Green Bay thing, I never thought about the Green 

Bay thing again until I got the call that day to be in here at 3:00." 

SUMMARY OF ALLEGATIONS 

Allegation # 1: It is alleged that on 06/29/2013, between 0117 and 0153 hours, 

MPD/Thole was involved in a disorderly conduct incident at the intersection of S. 

Washington St./Doty St in Green Bay, WI. While having contact with several 

uniformed Green Bay Police Department officers, MP.D/Thole verbally identified 

himself as a police officer, a Minneapolis police officer, and a Minneapolis 

officer, in an attempt to use his position to solicit privilege and/or special treatment 

regarding his involvement in an alleged disorderly conduct incident. 

13.43 

Allegation # 2: It is alleged that on 06/29/2013, between 0117 and 0153 hours, 

MPD/Thole was involved in a disorderly conduct incident at the intersection of S. 

Washington St./Doty St in Green Bay, WI, admitting to a GBPD officer that he had 

punched a black male (later identified as Civilian/Michael Hill) and stated he would 

do it again.

If either of these allegations is found to be true, it would violate the following: 

5-102 Code of Ethics: All sworn members of the department shall conduct 
themselves in a professional and ethical manner at all times and not engage in any 
off-duty conduct that would tarnish or offend the ethical standards of the 
department. Employees shall abide by the City's Ethics in Government Policy, 
Chapter 15. 
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Investigative Facts 

• On Friday, 06/28/2013, MPD/Thole traveled to Green Bay, WI, with his 

friend and current police partner, MPD/Powell, on a memorial motorcycle 

ride 13.43 - Personnel Data He 

arrived in Green Bay at approximately 6:00 PM, checked in to St. Brendan's 

Inn, then had dinner and drinks with MPD/Powell 

• MPD/Thole then went into downtown Green Bay and at approximately 10:00 

PM, he initiated contact with a marked GBPD patrol car manned by GBPD 

Officer Thomas Denney. MPD/Thole identified himself as a Minneapolis 

police officer to GBPD/Denney, stating he didn't want him (GBPD/Denney) to 

think he was some weirdo flagging him down, setting him up or anything. 

MPD/Thole asked GBPD/Denney for a ride to the Sardine Can Bar, to which 

GBPD/Denney declined. MPD/Thole then took a cab to the bar. 

• Several hours later, beginning at 0117 hours on 06/29/2013, MPD/Thole 

was involved in a disorderly conduct disturbance with several black males, 

who stated that the altercation with MPD/Thole occurred as a result of the 

"N" word being said to them, either by MPD/Thole or Powell, as they passed 

each other. GBPD Officers arrived on scene and shortly thereafter, requested 

backup due to MPD/Thole's uncooperative behavior and agitated demeanor. 

During his contact with GBPD officers, MPD/Thole identified himself as a 

police officer, a Minneapolis Police Officer, and a Minneapolis 

member. 

• MPD/Thole identified himself as the one at the initial onset of the 

disturbance scene telling GBPD/Denney, "We're cops! We're cops!" 

MPD/Thole stated the reason he identified himself as a cop to GBPD/Denney, 

was because MPD/Powell began to walk back towards the others involved in 

the disturbance, and MPD/Thole didn't want GBPD/Denney to think that 

MPD/Powell was going to attack him (GBPD/Denney). 
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• MPD/Thole did identify himself as "Minneapolis full-time 13.43" to GBPD 

officers, stating, "It's just what I always say, I'm proud to be on the 

• Former colleague and friend of MPD/Powell, GBPD Lt. Gary Richgels, stated 

that in his experience, people who identify themselves as officers, or give 

their profession, are trying to, or expect some type of professional courtesy -

either extra service or to look the other way. 

• MPD/Thole stated there was no intention for him to receive any preferential 

treatment when he identified himself as a police officer, Minneapolis Police 

Officer and Minneapolis member to GBPD officers. 

• MPD/Thole, both on the. GBPD Squad video and in his interview, admitted to 

punching one of the black males involved in the altercation, and stated he 

would do it again, in order to protect himself. 

• MPD/Thole stated he threw the punch because he was worried that there 

were four of them, and that if he got knocked out, being a cop, he has seen 

that people could get knocked out, and then get their pockets rifled through, 

or even hit their head and die. He also said he threw the punch because he 

was in fear of his safety and that he wanted to create space between him and 

the black males. 

• Civilian/Hill stated that he was punched in the jaw during the disturbance by 

one of the officers", and that other punches were exchanged due to the fact 

that the "N" word was directed at him and his friends by "one of the officers." 

Allegation # 3: It is alleged that on 06/29/2013, between 0117 and 0153 hours, 

MPD/Thole was involved in a disorderly conduct incident at the intersection of S. 

Washington St./Doty St in Green Bay, WI. During GBPD's initial on-scene response, 

GBPD officers attempted to deescalate and separate MPD/Thole from the other 

suspected involved parties. MPD/Thole failed to initially comply with the directives 
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given to him by the GBPD officers, prolonging the on-scene disturbance and initial 

investigation. 

Allegation # 4: It is alleged that on 06/29/2013, between 0117 and 0153 hours, 

MPD/Thole was involved in a disorderly conduct incident at the intersection of S. 

Washington St./Doty St in Green Bay, WI. Several GBPD officers and a lieutenant 

described MPD/Thole as being animated/upset that he was being identified for a 

police report after admitting he punched someone, and that he would do it again. 

MPD/Thole's response to the GBPD officer who had asked him for identification was 

"You're going to add me in a call as a cop now?" 

If either of these allegations is found to be true, it would violate the following: 

5-105.4 Professional Code of Conduct: Employees shall not interfere with any 
criminal investigation being conducted by any other law enforcement agency. 

Investigative Facts 

• On Friday, 06/28/2013, MPD/Thole traveled to Green Bay, WI, with his 

friend and current police partner, MPD/Powell, on a memorial motorcycle 

ride 13.43 - Personnel Data He 

arrived in Green Bay at approximately 6:00 PM, checked in to St. Brendan's 

Inn, then had dinner and drinks with MPD/Powell 

• Several hours later, beginning at 0117 hours on 06/29/2013, MPD/Thole 

was involved in a disorderly conduct disturbance with several black males, 

who stated that the altercation with MPD/Thole occurred as a result of the 

"N" word being said to them, either by MPD/Thole or Powell, as they passed 

each other. GBPD Officers arrived on scene and shortly thereafter, requested 

backup due to MPD/Thole's uncooperative behavior and agitated demeanor. 

• During GBPD's initial on-scene response, GBPD Officers attempted to 

deescalate and separate MPD/Thole from the other suspected involved 
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parties. MPD/Thole failed to initially comply with the directives given to.him 

by GBPD/Denney, prolonging the on-scene disturbance and initial 

investigation. 

• MPD/Powell admitted that he didn't listen to GBPD/Denney's on-scene 

orders, citing that he (Thole) was not trying to give GBPD/Denney a hard 

time, that he was just trying to get the point across to GBPD/Denney that the 

other individuals involved in the disturbance were leaving the scene and he 

wanted to get GBPD/Denney to turn around and see where they were going, 

so that they could have been stopped. 

MPD/Thole stated, he could relate to GBPD/Denney having an immediate 

concern in regards to him not cooperating or following his orders. 

• Several GBPD officers and a lieutenant described MPD/Thole as being 

animated and upset because he was being identified for a police report due 

to his admission to GBPD officers that he had punched an individual in a 

public disturbance. 

• MPD/Thole admitted he was upset that he was going to be added in a police 

report for several reasons. One, he' was upset that GBPD didn't stop the 

others involved in the altercation, so if they weren't going to do a full and 

thorough police job, then why were they going to make a police report. 

Second, he stated he was a member of the Minneapolis 13.43 and he 

and others have been walking on eggshells because of the things that have 

been done to the members recently by the current MPD 

administration. Third, MPD/Thole stated he didn't want to be listed in a 

report for the two aforementioned reasons and because he didn't know how 

the incident would be taken and whether he would have gotten to explain his 

side. 

• MPD/Thole did give his ID to GBPD, stating that them asking for his ID was 

an appropriate action, but at the onset, he was still extremely agitated about 

feeling he didn't get proper police service. 
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• Contrary to MPD/Thole's claim, GBPD did do an on scene investigation, 

talking to Civilian/Higgs and Civilian/Garth, who both intervened in the 

altercation, attempting to break it up, and it was determined the other 

parties involved in the disturbance had left the scene, including a potential 

victim (Civilian/Michael Hill) who had been punched by MPD/Thole. 

Allegation # 5: It is alleged that on 06/29/2013, between 0117 and 0153 hours, 

MPD/Thole was involved in a disorderly conduct incident at the intersection of S. 

Washington St./Doty St in Green Bay, WI. As a result of his involvement, MPD/Thole 

was listed as a "suspect" in GBPD Report #13-208448. 

If this allegation is found to be true, it would violate the following: 

5-105.7 Professional Code of Conduct: Any employee notified they are being 
investigated for a criminal offense, shall immediately notify their chain of 
command and Internal Affairs or an on-duty supervisor, who will notify the 
Internal Affairs Unit. Required information is the allegation, date, time and 
jurisdiction of alleged occurrence, and any special or relevant factors. 

Investigative Facts 

• On Friday, 06/28/2013, MPD/Thole traveled to Green Bay, WI, with his 

friend and current police partner, MPD/Powell, on a memorial motorcycle 

rid 13.43 - Personnel Data He 

arrived in Green Bay at approximately 6:00 PM, checked in to St. Brendan's 

Inn, then had dinner and drinks with MPD/Powell 

• Several hours later, beginning at 0117 hours on 06/29/2013, MPD/Thole 

was involved in a disorderly conduct disturbance with several black males, 

who stated that the altercation with MPD/Thole occurred as a result of the 

"N" word being said to them, either by MPD/Thole or Powell, as they passed 
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each other. GBPD Officers arrived on scene and shortly thereafter, requested 

backup due to MPD/Thole's uncooperative behavior and agitated demeanor. 

• As a result of MPD/Thole's admittance that he had punched a black male 

victim (later identified as Civilian/Michael Hill), who had since fled the scene, 

coupled with the agitated demeanor and uncooperative behavior of 

MPD/Thole and Powell, GBPD generated Incident #13-039973 and Report 

#13-208448, listing MPD/Thole as a suspect in the report. 

• This investigator did not directly address with MPD/Thole if he knew he was 

listed as a suspect in GBPD Report #13-208448. MPD/Thole during his 

interview never confirmed, nor denied, that he had knowledge that he was 

listed as a suspect in the GBPD report regarding his involvement in the 

disturbance. However, MPD/Th'cile stated he (and MPD/Powell) did go to the 

GBPD with the intention to file a police report, believing he was the victim in 

the disturbance incident. 

• MPD/Thole did, at the onset of the- investigation, shortly after he was 

relieved of duty, asked this investigator if the investigation was criminal in 

nature. At the time MPD/Thole asked, there was not enough information to 

determine if a crime had been committed or not. GBPD did not file any 

criminal charges against MPD/Thole with his involvement in the disorderly 

conduct incident. 

Allegation # 6: It is alleged that on 06/29/2013, between 0117 and 0153 hours, 

MPD/Thole was involved in a disorderly conduct incident at the intersection of S. 

Washington St./Doty St in Green Bay, WI. During the on-scene investigation by 

GBPD officers, two officers attempted to calm MPD/Thole down, advising him that it 

didn't have to be a big deal. MPD/Thole responded "Are you kidding me?...We have 

a lesbian fucking chief looking to fire people for any reason." 
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If this allegation is found to be true, it would violate the following: 
r 

5-105.13 Professional Code of Conduct: Employees shall not publicly criticize or 
ridicule the Department, its policies or other employees as to the performance of 
their duties in a manner which is defamatory, obscene, unlawful, or in any other 
manner which impairs the effective operation of the Department or in a manner 
which displays a reckless or knowing disregard for the truth. 

Investigative Facts 

• On Friday, 06/28/2013, MPD/Thole traveled to Green Bay, WI, with his 

friend and current police partner, MPD/Powell, on a memorial motorcycle 

ride 13.43 - Personnel Data . He 

arrived in Green Bay at approximately 6:00 PM, checked in to St. Brendan's 

Inn, then had dinner and drinks with MPD/Powell 

• Several hours later, beginning at 0117 hours on 06/29/2013, MPD/Thole 

was involved in a disorderly conduct disturbance with several black males, 

who stated that the altercation with MPD/Thole occurred as a result of the 

"N" word being said to them, either by MPD/Thole or Powell, as they passed 

each other. GBPD Officers arrived on scene and shortly thereafter, requested 

backup due to MPD/Thole's uncooperative behavior and agitated demeanor. 

• MPD/Thole identified himself as the one making the alleged comments 

aforementioned. He stated the comments made were in regards that every 

time he hears about the Chief, it's, "The first gay Chief', "The first openly gay 

Chief", "The first lesbian Chief', so MPD/Thole feels that is her title, "The 

Lesbian Chief." MPD/Thole stated every time he hears or reads her name, it 

has the sexual connotation with it. MPD/Thole stated that he equated it to 

training; like when involved in a shooting, you fall back on your training, 

what you've learned, what's been ingrained in you over time. 'MPD/Thole 

stated his use of the term "lesbian" has been ingrained in him because of how 

the Chief has been addressed. He stated that there is absolutely nothing 

intended in a negative way by what he said. 
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• MPD/Thole admitted that what he had said could be seen as an offensive 

comment, either in context or out of context. 

• MPD/Thole stated that looking back at the video, it looks and sounds terrible 

because he threw a "fucking" in there; that the use of that word is one of his 

vices in life because he has been deployed four times. 

• MPD/Thole stated he has animosity towards the MPD Administration. When 

asked if he had any first-hand knowledge that the Chief is firing people for no 

particular reason, MPD/Thole stated he has talked to people that have been 

sent to really bad shifts out of the blue, and to him, that is a precursor that a 

firing could come. 

Allegation # 7: It is alleged that on 06/29/2013, between 0117 and 0153 hours, 

MPD/Thole was involved in a disorderly conduct incident at the intersection of S. 

Washington St./Doty St in Green Bay, WI. During said incident with GBPD police 

contact, MPD/Thole made the following comments and/or actions towards the 

GBPD and/or GBPD officers: 

• "...what a clown show" 

• "...they don't know what the fuck they're doing" 

• "...your right...I'm a dick...enjoy your fucking city" 

• MPD/Thole told a GBPD uniformed officer to "fuck off' 

• MPD/Thole gave the "finger" to a GBPD uniformed officer in a marked squad 

• You asked a uniformed GBPD officer "how long you been a cop?" The officer 

paused, and before he responded, MPD/Thole stated to him, "exactly" 

If this allegation is found to be true, it would violate the following: 

5-105.14 Professional Code of Conduct: Employees shall not use any derogatory 
language or actions which are intended to embarrass, humiliate, or shame a 
person, or do anvthina intended to incite another to violence. 
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Investigative Facts 

• On Friday, 06/28/2013, MPD/Thole traveled to Green Bay, WI, with his 

friend and current police partner, MPD/Powell, on a memorial motorcycle 

ride 13.43 - Personnel Data . He 

arrived in Green Bay at approximately 6:00 PM, checked in to St. Brendan's 

Inn, then had dinner and drinks with MPD/Powel 

• Several hours later, beginning at 0117 hours on 06/29/2013, MPD/Thole 

was involved in a disorderly conduct disturbance with several black males, 

who stated that the altercation with MPD/Thole occurred as a result of the 

"N" word being said to them, either by MPD/Thole or Powell, as they passed 

each other. GBPD Officers arrived on scene and shortly thereafter, requested 

backup due to MPD/Thole's uncooperative behavior and agitated demeanor. 

• MPD/Thole identified himself as the one making the alleged comments 

aforementioned. He stated the comments made were in regards that GBPD 

was not going to do anything, not going after the suspect, even though he and 

MPD/Powell gave repeated descriptions of the suspects and their location. 

MPD/Thole recalled 10 GBPD officers on scene, but said not one of them 

went down the street to further investigate and attempt to find the suspects. 

• GBPD did do an on scene investigation, talking to Civilian/Higgs and 

Civilian/Garth, who both intervened in the altercation, attempting to break it 

up, and it was determined the other parties involved in the disturbance had 

left the scene, including a potential victim (Civilian/Michael Hill) who had 

been punched by MPD/Thole. 

• MPD/Thole stated he doesn't remember telling a GBPD uniformed officer to 

"fuck off." 

• MPD/Thole denied "flipping off" GBPD/Knutson as he drove by in a marked 

squad. MPD/Thole stated the description given in the GBPD report matched 

that of MPD/Powell, but MPD/Thole denies seeing MPD/Powell "flip off" 

GBPD/Knutson. 
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Allegation # 8: It is alleged that on 06/29/2013, about one hour prior to 

MPD/Thole's involvement in a disorderly conduct incident at the intersection of S. 

Washington St./Doty St in Green Bay, WI., MPD/Thole met GBPD/Allen outside the 

Sardine Can Bar. During his conversation with GBPD/Allen, MPD/Thole is alleged to 

have pointed to a 1980's Caprice Classic vehicle, raised up, with large chrome 

rims/tires, being driven by a black male and made the statement "What is that? 

Green Bay is too, nigger friendly." 

Allegation # 9: It is alleged that on 06/29/2013, between 0117 and 0153 hours, 

MPD/Thole was involved in a disorderly conduct incident at the intersection of S. 

Washington St/Doty St in Green Bay, WI. During the on-scene investigation by 

GBPD officers, one of the officers asked MPD/Thole what had happened, and during 

the course of his response, stated "...these dudes were doing their little monkey 

thing..." 

Allegation # 10: It is alleged that on 06/29/2013, between 0117 and 0153 hours, 

MPD/Thole was involved in a disorderly conduct incident at the intersection of S. 

Washington St./Doty St in Green Bay, WI. MPD/Thole commented to a GBPD officer 

"I'm not trying to be racist...there is fucking two white guys and twelve black 

guys...where do you think the problem lays?" 

Allegation # 11: It is alleged that on 06/29/2013, between 0223 and 0323 hours, 

MPD/Thole was involved in' an exchange of words inside the GBPD lobby with 

several uniformed GBPD Officers and Lieutenants. When in the GBPD lobby, 

MPD/Thole was informed that the information the officers received at the S. 

Washington St./Doty St. disturbance scene was that he was using the word "nigger" 

during the course of the evening. MPD/Thole responded that it was his first 

amendment right/freedom of speech to use the word "nigger" and that he could not 

be charged with anything by saying it. A GBPD Lieutenant informed MPD/Thole 

that he was wrong, especially if the word created a disturbance. 
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if any of these allegations are found to be true, it would violate the following: 

5-105.15 Professional Code of Conduct: Employees shall be decorous in their 
language and conduct. They shall refrain from actions or words that bring 
discredit to the Department. They shall also not use words or terms which hold 
any person, group or organization up to contempt. The use of such unacceptable 
terms is strictly forbidden. 

Investigative Facts 

• On Friday, 06/28/2013, MPD/Thole traveled to Green Bay, WI, with his 

friend and current police partner, MPD/Powell, on a memorial motorcycle 

ride 13.43 - Personnel Data . He 

arrived in Green Bay at approximately 6:00 PM, checked in to St. Brendan's 

Inn, then had dinner and drinks with MPD/Powell 

• MPD/Thole then went into downtown Green Bay and at approximately 

midnight, while outside the Sardine Can Bar, met with MPD/Powell's former 

colleague and friend, GBPD/Allen, who was working on-duty. During his 

conversation with GBPD/Allen, MPD/Thole is alleged to have pointed to a 

1980's Caprice Classic vehicle, raised up, with large chrome rims/tires, being 

driven by a black male and made the statement "What is that? Green Bay is 

too nigger friendly." 

• When asked about the accusation regarding the aforementioned comment, 

MPD/Thole stated he absolutely didn't remember saying that and didn't 

remember hearing it - period. 

• Several hours later, beginning at 0117 hours on 06/29/2013, MPD/Thole 

was involved in a disorderly conduct disturbance with several black males, 

who stated that the altercation with MPD/Thole occurred as a result of the 

"N" word being said to them, either by MPD/Thole or Powell, as they passed 

each other. GBPD Officers arrived on scene and shortly thereafter, requested 

backup due to MPD/Thole's uncooperative behavior and agitated demeanor. 
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• MPD/Thole's explanation in regards to his comment, "these dudes were 

doing their little monkey thing", explained that he was referencing, in regards 

to the black males, the overture of their arms and puffing their chests out and 

coming at him in an attack mode; and all of them doing it in a group. He also 

stated that if you ever watch monkeys in the zoo or on the National (possibly 

meaning Geographic) Channel, the monkeys get in packs and when they're 

about to fight, they throw their arms back and puff out their chests and they 

"jam" at each other. MPD/Thole stated that is what the black males did. 

• MPD/Thole's explanation in regards to his comment, "I'm not trying to be 

racist...there is fucking two white guys and twelve black guys...where do you 

think the problem lays?", explained that race was not the issue, that he was 

just explaining the facts of the case; he was a white guy, there was two of 

them (he and Powell...who were smaller), and the others were black guys 

and there were twelve of them. MPD/Thole stated the comment and others 

he said regarding the race of those involved, was not bias-motivated, it was 

him just trying to state the numbers of those involved and that "they were all 

black and we were white." 

• When in the GBPD lobby, MPD/Thole was informed that the information the 

officers received at the disturbance scene was that he was using the word 

"nigger" during the course of the evening, and that may have caused the 

disturbance. GBPD/Mahoney informed MPD/Thole that he couldn't use that 

language, especially if the word created a disturbance. 

• MPD/Thole stated he did remember GBPD/Mahoney telling him that he 

couldn't use that language. MPD/Thole stated he responded to that with, "It's 

our freedom of speech, we can use whatever language we want." MPD/Thole 

remembered GBPD/Mahoney telling him it would be disorderly conduct, but 

MPD/Thole believed it couldn't be, because there were only cops present in 

the lobby. MPD/Thole stated he never heard the "on-scene" part referenced 

by GBPD/Mahoney. 
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Allegation # 12: It is alleged that on Friday, 06/28/2013, MPD/Thole submitted 

time records into Work Force Director that resulted in him being paid for time he 

did not actually work. Specifically, MPD/Thole entered into Work Force Director, 

"MIL 0700-1500" and "BBK 1500-2330". 

If any of these allegations are found to be true, it would violate the following: 

3-701.06 PROHIBITED ACTS— OVERTIME:  Employees shall not change, or cause 
to be changed, a scheduled workday to a non-work day in order to accrue 
overtime. Employees may not use compensatory time that results in a negative 
balance. 

Supervisors should not change a scheduled workday to a non-work day if a court 
appearance is scheduled during the employee's shift hours. Supervisors should 
review the subpoena log prior to finalizing the posted schedule to ensure that 
scheduled court appearances occur during work hours whenever possible. 

Compensatory time shall not be accrued or overtime shall not be paid when an 
employee is also accruing time for any city paid hours, including, but not limited to: 
sick, compensatory time used, paid holiday, Family Medical Leave Vacation (FMV), 
FMS (sick), FMC (compensatory time),_P.A.L. time used, floating holiday taken, paid 
suspension, military leave, injured on duty, relieved of duty, jury duty, funeral leave, 
special duty, worker's compensation, or absent without leaVe. 

Overtime cannot be accrued for non-emergency medical or physical therapy 
treatments for those employees on IOD status. 

Investigative Facts 

• On Friday, 06/28/2013, MPD/Thole traveled to Green Bay, WI, with his 

friend and current police partner, MPD/Powell, on a memorial motorcycle 

ride 13.43 - Personnel Data 
trip was pre-planned. He lefthis home in 

2:00 PM, traveling to MPD/Powell's home in 

. The 

between 12:00 PM and 

From there, he 

and MPD/Powell traveled to Green Bay, WI, arriving at approximately 6:00 

PM. MPD/Thole was in Green Bay, WI until his return on 06/29/2013. 

• MPD/Thole had submitted time records into Work Force Director that 

resulted in him being paid for Friday, June 28th, 2013 for the following hours: 
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MIL 0700-1500 and BBK 1500-2330. This time entry conflicts with 

MPD/Thole's admitted whereabouts on the same day, stating he left his home 

on Friday, June 28th, 2013, at around noon, and from that time on, traveled 

to/and stayed in Green Bay, WI through Saturday, June 29th, 2013. 

• MPD/Thole stated that he did not work any Minneapolis Police related 

duties/investigations during the MIL 0700-1500 and BBK 1500-2330 time 

frames entered into WorkForce Director for Friday, June 28th, 2013. 

• MPD/ Thole explained that he was on Military Leave (June 17-21. and June 

24-28) and voluntarily came back to assist on a burglary investigation 

involving the same suspects involved in his MPD/ATF "Loud Pack" 

investigation, when MPD/Hawes sent out a PC Pickup via MPD E-Mail. 

MPD/Thole was 13.43 - Personnel Data from 2100 hours, Tuesday, June 

25th, 2013, thru 2100 hours, Friday, June 28th, 2013, specifically to assist 

MPD/Hawes' investigation. 

• MPD/Thole actively worked on both MPD/Hawes and his investigation on 

Wednesday, June 25th and Thursday June 26th, 2013. He stated he worked 

approximately 18-19 hours each day. 

• MPD/Thole stated that the 36-38 hours he worked on Wednesday/Thursday, 

overlapped his 8 hour MIL blocks of time on said same days (time already 

compensated by the city and time MPD/Thole believed was his to use freely 

because it was MIL time), therefore creating the total hours he believed he 

should be compensated for to exceed 24 hours. Because of this, MPD/Thole 

split up his BBK hours accrued on Wednesday and Thursday, and entered 8.5 

of those hours into Friday, June 28th, 2013, even though he did not work any 

MPD related duties/investigations during that time frame (BBK 1500-2330). 

• MPD/Thole entered his time on Monday, July 1st, 2013, and said he did not 

enter his time at that later date as a preemptive measure to cover his 

whereabouts or involvement in the Green Bay incident. 

• MPD/Thole stated nobody instructed him to split up the time, that he did that 

on his own because of his confusion regarding his MIL blocks of time. 
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• MPD/Thole stated that the hours he entered and was compensated for may 

not have been the actual hours he worked, but the total numbers of hours 

were correct. 

Allegation # 13: It is alleged that on Friday, 06/28/2013, MPD/Thole submitted 

time records into Work Force Director that resulted in him being paid for time he 

did not actually work. Specifically, MPD/Thole entered into Work Force Director, 

"MIL 0700-1500" and "BBK 1500-2330". 

If any of these allegations are found to be true, it would violate the following: 

5-101.01 Truthfulness: The integrity of police service is based on truthfulness. 
Officers shall not willfully or knowingly make an untruthful statement, verbally or 
written, or knowingly omit pertinent information pertaining to his/her official 
duty as a Minneapolis Police Officer. 

MPD employees shall not willfully or knowingly make an untruthful statement or 
knowingly omit pertinent information in the presence of any supervisor, intended 
for the information of any supervisor, or before any court or hearing. Officers shall 
not make any false statements to justify a criminal or traffic charge or seek to 
unlawfully influence the outcome of any investigation. (12/14/07) 

These requirements apply to any report, whether verbal or written, concerning 
official MPD business including, but not limited to, written reports, transmissions 
to MECC and officers via radio, telephone, pager, e-mail or MDC. 

MPD. employees are obligated under this policy to respond fully and truthfully to 
questions about any action taken that relates to the employee's employment or 
position regardless of whether such information is requested during a formal 

Investigative Facts 

• On Friday, 06/28/2013, MPD/Thole traveled to Green Bay, WI, with his 

friend and current police partner, MPD/Powell, on a memorial motorcycle 

ride 13.43 - Personnel Data . The 

trip was pre-planned. He left his home in between 12:00 PM and 
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2:00 PM, traveling to MPD/Powell's home in 13.43 From there, he 

and MPD/Powell traveled to Green Bay, WI, arriving at, approximately 6:00 

PM. MPD/Thole was in Green Bay, WI until his return on 06/29/2013. 

• MPD/Thole had submitted time records into Work Force Director that 

resulted in him being paid for Friday, June 28th, 2013, for the following hours: 

MIL 0700-1500 and BBK 1500-2330. This time entry conflicts with 

MPD/Thole's admitted whereabouts on the same day, stating he left his home 

on Friday, June 28th, 2013, at around noon, and from that time on, traveled 

to/and stayed in Green Bay, WI through Saturday, June 29th, 2013. 

• MPD/Thole stated that he did not work any Minneapolis Police related 

duties/investigations during the MIL 0700-1500 and BBK 1500-2330 time 

frames entered into WorkForce Director for Friday, June 28th, 2013. 

• MPD/ Thole explained that he was on Military Leave (June 17-21 and June 

24-28) and voluntarily came back to assist on a burglary investigation 

involving the same suspects involved in his MPD/ATF "Loud Pack" 

investigation, when MPD/Hawes sent out a PC Pickup via MPD E-Mail. 

• MPD/Thole was from 2100 hours, Tuesday, June 

25th, 2013, thru 2100 hours, Friday, June 28th, 2013, specifically to assist 

MPD/Hawes' investigation. 

• MPD/Thole actively worked on both MPD/Hawes and his investigation on 

Wednesday, June 25th and Thursday June 26th, 2013. He stated he worked 

approximately 18-19 hours each day. 

• MPD/Thole stated that the 36-38 hours he worked on Wednesday/Thursday, 

overlapped his 8 hour MIL blocks of time on said same days (time already 

compensated by the city and time MPD/Thole believed was his to use freely 

because it was MIL time), therefore creating the total hours he believed he 

should be compensated for to exceed 24 hours. Because of this, MPD/Thole 

split up his BBK hours accrued on Wednesday and Thursday, and entered 8.5 

of those hours into Friday, June 28th, 2013, even though he did not work any 

MPD related duties/investigations during that time frame (BBK 1500-2330). 
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• MPD/Thole entered his time on Monday, July 1st, 2013, and said he did not 

enter his time at that later date as a preemptive measure to cover his 

whereabouts or involvement in the Green Bay incident. 

• MPD/Thole stated nobody instructed him to split up the time, that he did that 

on his own because of his confusion regarding his MIL blocks of time. 

• MPD/Thole stated that the hours he entered and was compensated for may 

not have been the actual hours he worked, but the total numbers of hours 

were correct. 

Allegation # 14: It is alleged that on Friday, 06/28/2013, MPD/Thole submitted 

time records into Work Force Director that resulted in him being paid for time he 

did not actually work. Specifically, MPD/Thole entered into Work Force Director, 

"MIL 0700-1500" and "BBK 1500-2330". 

If any of these allegations are found to be true, it would violate the following: 

5-103 Use of Discretion: The police profession is one that requires officers to use 
considerable judgment and discretion in the performance of their daily duties. 
Officers have a large body of knowledge from Department policies and procedures, 
training, their own professional police experience and the experiences of their 
fellow officers to guide them in exercising proper judgment and discretion in 
situations not specifically addressed by Department rules and regulations. In 
addition, officers must always adhere to the following principles in the course of 
their employment with the Minneapolis Police Department: 

• POLICE ACTION - LEGALLY JUSTIFIED: Officers must act within the 
limits of their authority as defined by law and judicial interpretation, 
thereby ensuring that the constitutional rights of individuals and the 
public are protected. 

• EQUALITY OF ENFORCEMENT: Officers shall provide fair and impartial 
law enforcement to all citizens. 

• LOYALTY.• Officers shall be faithful to their oath of office, strive to 
uphold the principles of professional police service, and advance the 
mission of the Department. 
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Investigative Facts 

• On Friday, 06/28/2013, MPD/Thole traveled to Green Bay, WI, with his 

friend and current police partner, MPD/Powell, on a memorial motorcycle 

ride 13.43 - Personnel Data . The 

trip was pre-planned. He left his home in between 12:00 PM and 

2:00. PM, traveling to MPD/Powell's home From there, he 

and MPD/Powell traveled to Green Bay, WI, arriving at approximately 6:00 

PM. MPD/Thole was in Green Bay, WI until his return on 06/29/2013. 

• MPD/Thole had submitted time records into Work Force Director that 

resulted in him.being paid for Friday, June 28th, 2013, for the following hours: 

MIL 0700-1500 and BBK 1500-2330. This time entry conflicts with 

MPD/Thole's admitted whereabouts on the same day, stating he left his home 

on Friday, June 28th, 2013, at around noon, and from that time on, traveled 

to/and stayed in Green Bay, WI through Saturday, June 29th, 2013. 

• MPD/Thole stated that he did not 'work any Minneapolis Police related 

duties/investigations during the MIL 0700-1500 and 13I3K 1500-2330 time 

frames.entered into WorkForce Director for Friday, June 28th, 2013. 

• MPD/Thole explained that he was on Military Leave (June 17-21 and June 24-

28) and voluntarily came back to assist on a burglary investigation involving 

the same suspects involved in his MPD/ATF "Loud Pack" investigation, when 

MPD/Hawes sent out a PC Pickup via MPD E-Mail. 

• MPD/Thole was awarded a military pass from 2100 hours, Tuesday, June 

25th, 2013 thru 2100 hours, Friday, June 28th, 2013, specifically to assist 

1VIPD/Hawes' investigation. 

• MPD/Thole actively worked on both MPD/Hawes and his investigation on 

Wednesday, June 25th and Thursday June 26th, 2013. He stated he worked 

approximately 18-19 hours each day. 

• MPD/Thole stated that the 36-38 hours he worked on Wednesday/Thursday, 

overlapped his 8 hour MIL blocks of time on said same days (time already 

compensated by the city and time MPD/Thole believed was his to use freely 
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because it was MIL time), therefore creating the total hours he believed he 

should be compensated for to exceed 24 hours. Because of this, MPD/Thole 

split up his BBK hours accrued on Wednesday and Thursday, and entered 8.5 

of those hours into Friday, June 28th, 2013, even though he did not work any 

MPD related duties/investigations during that time frame (BBK 1500-2330). 

• MPD/Thole entered his time on Monday, July 1st, 2013, and said he did not 

enter his time at that later date as a preemptive measure to cover his 

whereabouts or involvement in the Green Bay incident. 

• MPD/Thole stated nobody instructed him to split up the time, that he did that 

on his own because of his confusion regarding his MIL blocks of time. 

• MPD/Thole stated that the hours he entered and was compensated for may 

not have been the actual hours he worked, but the total numbers of hours 

were correct. 

Allegation # 15: It is alleged that MPD/Thole was involved in a disorderly conduct 

disturbance on 06/29/2013, between 0117 and 0153 hours, at the intersection of S. 

Washington St./Doty St., in Green Bay, WI. During contact with uniformed officers 

of the Green Bay Police Department prior to, during, and after the disorderly 

conduct disturbance, MPD/Thole is alleged to have committed the aforementioned 

allegations 1 thru 8, which are all applicable violations under the MN Law 

Enforcement Code of Ethics. MPD/Thole is alleged to have submitted time records 

into Work Force Director that resulted in him being paid for time he did not actually 

work and/or had already been compensated for. 

If this allegation is found to be true, it would violate the following: 

5-102,01 Minnesota Law Enforcement Code of Ethics: A MN Law Enforcement 
Officer will keep their private life unsullied as an example to all; maintain 
courageous calm in the face of danger, scorn, or ridicule; develop self-restraint; 
and...will be exemplary in obeying the laws of the land and the regulations of their 
department. 
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Investigative Facts 

• See the above investigative facts in allegations 1 thru 14, as all applicable 

violations under the alleged above referenced policy/procedure violations 

are all applicable violations under the MN Law Enforcement Code of Ethics. 

I confirm that the information I provided in this case is true to the best of my 

knowledge. 

Respectfully Submitted, 

Sgt. Thomas Schmid 

Internal Affairs Unit 
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Minneapolis 
City of Lakes 

Department of 
Human Resources 

250 south 4th Sheet - Room 100: 
Mitinbapolis MN 5541 -1,304.

011.1c.O 612 673.2202 
Fax eta 6734500 

Job Hotline 612 673-2489 
TTY 61.2 673,2.157 

July 23, 2014 

Mr. Brian Thole 

Ms. Trina Chernos 
Assistant. City Attorney 
350 South 5th Street, Room 210 
Minneapolis, MN 55402 

RE:. RECOMMENDATION FOR DISCHARGE 
BRIAN THOLE 

POLICE OFFICER 
MINNEAPOLIS POLICE DEPARTMENT 

On July 22, 2014 the Civil Service Commission heard oral arguments regarding the 
Recommendation for Discharge of Brian Thole from his position of Police Officer 
with the Minneapolis Police. Department. 

The Civil Service Commission has reached a decision in thiS matter, which is 
enclosed. 

Sincerely, 

Darcie Bisset 
Staff Support 
Civil Service Commission 

Attachment 

cc: Civil Service Commission 
chiefJanee Harteau 
Destiny Xiong, HR Generalist 

www.ci.mInntaporis ino,us 

Aflarnativo Action Ernployot 
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CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION 
for the 

City of Minneapolis 

ORDER 
In Re: the Recommendation for Discharge of 

BRIAN THOLE 
POLICE OFFICER 

Minneapolis Police Department 

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED THAT: 

The Civil Service Commission for the City of Minneapolis adopts the Findings of Fact, 

Conclusions of Law and Recommendation of the Hearing Officer as its own, thereby 

affirming the discharge of BRIAN THOLE from his position as Police Officer with the 

Minneapolis Police Department. 

CHRISTINE SIEWERT 
Civil Service Commissioner 

LaiLeL_(, 
MACEY WHEELER 
Civil Service Commissioner 
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